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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommendation systems are the backbone of some of the most
successful companies in the world. Their fundamental feature is that
they exhibit increasing gains to scale: the bigger the platform the
more precise and impactful are the recommendations. Understand-
ing how large a system needs to be and how much users’ data is
necessary to leverage the gains from personalized recommendations
is key to deciding when to launch such a system; yet, there is a
shortage of empirical evidence to guide this decision.
The most prominent applications of recommendation systems

are associated with the entertainment sector (e.g. Netflix, Spotify,
YouTube) or online retail (e.g. Amazon or eBay); it is unclear how
effective these systems are in other contexts. This paper aims to fill
these gaps by carrying out a RCT-based analysis of the introduction
of personalized recommendations into an ed-tech platform.
First, we find an average increase of 30% in the consumption of

apps’ content. This boost comes both through a higher amount of
consumed content per session and an increase in the number of
sessions. Therefore, there are substantial gains from personalization
even in a relatively small system.

Second, we observe that gains are significantly higher for students
that used the platform frequently in the past. This result suggests a
high return that the platform has on the data on past user behavior.

Third, our evidence comes from an ed-tech app targeting children
learning to read in English; to the best of our knowledge, this is the
first research study showing that ML-generated recommendations
can successfully increase the usage of educational content by kids.

Literature Review. [Nagarnaik and Thomas 2015] discuss the im-
portance of recommendation systems and showcase different tech-
niques like collaborative filtering and content filtering. [Gomez-
Uribe and Hunt 2015] show the business value of personalized rec-
ommendations on Netflix. [Koren et al. 2009] demonstrated benefits
of matrix factorization in the Netflix Prize competition. There is
little empirical evidence of usefulness of recommendation engines
beyond entertainment platforms. Most of the work in the ed-tech
sector is focused on providing choices for students in academic con-
texts like online courses or academic paths ([Rivera et al. 2018]).
[Ruiz-Iniesta et al. 2018] provides some evidence of the impact of
recommendations in an ed-tech setting, however, the study is based
on a limited library of games and stories.

2 CONTEXT
Stones2Milestones is an Indian ed-tech company that develops an
app called Freadom.1 Freadom caters to kids age 3 to 12 and provides
content aimed at learning to read in English. Freadom is a relatively
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small app with a daily number of distinct users varied from approx-
imately 2 to 4 thousand during the period of our study. Users on
average complete 1.3 stories per day (standard deviation is 3.4).

The main building block of the app are stories: short sets of slides
with texts and visualizations. Stories in the app are divided into trays
such as Trending Now, Popular on Freadom, or Recommended Story.
Our work focuses on introducing personalized recommendations on
the Recommended Story tray. Before the introduction of personal-
ized recommendations, editors were selecting stories. Editors choose
a larger set of stories out of which 15 are selected to be shown to
the student. Students don’t see stories that they have completed in
the past and the list is frequently updated.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we briefly discuss the methodology used in the de-
velopment of the recommendation system.

3.1 Utility matrix
The main metric in this study is a utility assignment based on
whether the user has skipped, viewed, started, or completed a story.
The utility assignment results in a utility matrix that is the main
building block of our recommendation system; this utility matrix
contains all combinations of users and stories. We define utility stem-
ming from user-story interaction to reflect organizational objectives
of Stones2Milestones after discussions with them:

• If the story was not shown - NA
• If the story was shown to the user, but the user skipped the
story and viewed another story later in the list of any section
- 0

• If the user viewed the story page, but did not start the story -
0.3

• If the user viewed and started, but did not complete the story
- 0.5

• If the user viewed, started and completed the story - 1
This specific choice of utility levels aims at reflecting the goal

of inducing users to complete many stories. Viewing a story and
starting it are prerequisites to completing it; hence, we associate
them with higher levels of utility than stories that were not viewed
or not started. We note that we distinguish between 0s and NAs,
which a critical distinction not always made in the literature.

3.2 Recommendation system
Our approach to recommendation engine follows a seminal model
proposed in [Rendle 2010]. In the context at hand this means mod-
elling utility as

𝑈𝑖 𝑗 = Λ 𝑗 × Θ𝑖 + 𝛽0 + Ψ𝑖 + Γ𝑗

,where Λ 𝑗 is a latent vector per user and Θ𝑖 a latent vector per story.
The latent vectors, Λ 𝑗 and Θ𝑖 , are of length 𝑘 and are rows and

columns of matrices Λ and Θ; every user in a column of Λ and every
item in a row of Θ gets mapped to a k-dimensional space. This
simplifies the utility matrix, as now instead of modeling preferences
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of each user over each item, we express user preferences and item
features as each having k-dimensions. These dimensions (or axes of
variation) could be thought of as characteristics (e.g., serious-funny
story), and each story and user is placed along these axes, where
the interpretation is that the higher the story value in a particular
dimension, the higher that characteristic the story possesses, and
the higher the user value in a particular dimension, the higher the
user’s preference for the story. In a nutshell, the latent factor model
finds a low-dimensional representation of users and stories, such
that users that like particular stories are close to each other.
For this to work, the matrices Λ and Θ need to represent under-

lying preferences well: the more data per user, and per story there
is, the better chance of arriving at an accurate representation of the
utility matrix. Crucially, this relates to how well structured the data
is. That is whether there are clear repetitive patterns that can be
capture in this way.

Ranking module: The collaborative filter model gives predicted
utilities from user-story interactions. We rank these stories from the
highest to the lowest and show top stories, excluding those seen by
the user in the past. We update the list frequently.

We chose our recommendation algorithm based on RMSE of pre-
dicted utility in the off policy dataset. To determine which users to
include in the experiment we tested the model using various filter-
ing criteria and decided to include users that completed at least 60
stories and stories that were completed at least 6o times.

4 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
To evaluate our recommendation system, we carried out an RCT on
the Recommended Story tray, where the treatment group received
data driven personalized recommendations, while the control group
has the not-personalized recommendations: stories selected by edi-
tors. We restricted the population of users and stories for the exper-
iment to those users that have completed at least 60 stories in the
past, and stories which were completed by at least 60 users.

The experiment was carried out between 2021-07-20 and 2021-08-
03. The randomization was stratified on past levels of activity in the
app, grade, and type of user (B2B, B2C etc.)

5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In the experiment, 7750 users were randomized into the three treat-
ments with equal probabilities. Out of these less than a half - 3023
launched the app. In the analysis of the experiment we exclude stu-
dents who never launched the app. As student’s didn’t know that
a different set of stories will be served once they launch the app,
removing those observations that never opened the app does not
change the causal nature of our findings. However, we still have
zero utility students, these are users that never consumed a story on
the Recommended Story tray; they either did not navigate to that
path, or opened this tray and browsed through the stories but did
not click on any of them.

Average treatment effect. We consider several engagement metrics:
total utility- user’s utility from all story interactions, number of days
- the number of days the user was active in the experiment, utility per
day - total utility divided by number of days, and number of stories -
the number of stories completed during the experiment.

Table 1 presents the results. We find improvements in all metrics
and all of them, but the number of days, are statistically significant.

Outcome ATE Std. error % of baseline
Total utility 0.151 0.073 33.4

Number of stories 0.102 0.073 22.5
Utility per day 0.014 0.008 26.1
Number of days 0.49 0.383 6.3

Table 1. Average treatment effect estimates.

(a) Total utility prior to the experiment

(b) Number of stories completed prior to the experiment

Fig. 1. Treatment effect broken across past utilization below and above 75th
percentile

We observe a 33% boost to total utility, which largely comes from
the number of stories completed, where we observe an increase of
22%. Utility per day increases by 26% and the number of days by 6%.

Frequent users benefit to larger degree. Personalization builds upon
the information of past consumption choices; users that have inter-
acted with more stories, created more data, which allows to fine tune
our recommendations. We analyze whether such users benefited
more from the introduction of the personalized algorithm.
In Figure 1 we divide users into two groups based on their past

usage: below and above 75th percentile of utility prior to the ex-
periment (panel a), and below and above 75th percentile of stories
completed prior to the experiment (panel b). We find that users with
higher prior utilization benefited more from the introduction of
personalization. 2

Heavy users benefit more, now we turn into the question of how
much data per user we need to have, to start being able to generate
high quality recommendations. Figure 2 breaks users into groups
based on a cutoff given by past utilization percentiles.We are plotting

2p-values are 0.005 for the number of stories and 0.1 for the prior utilization.
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(a) Total utility prior to the experiment

(b) Number of stories completed prior to the experiment

Fig. 2. Treatment effect broken across percentiles of past utilization.

the AIPW scores for users with prior utilization above the given per-
centile. We find that benefits of personalization kicks in for relatively
heavy users. We see that gains from personalization increase only
after focusing on users with past utilization of above approximately
the 60th percentile.

5.1 Exploring the mechanism
In this section, we divide stories into popular and niche. The goal is to
understand whether our algorithm picked up a few great stories and
showed them to many users or many niche stories aimed at smaller
user groups. Popular stories will have high market shares, defined
as fraction of impressions in the experimental arm. To calculate the
number of impressions we consider both stories that were shown
to a student but the student decided to skip them, as well as stories
which were viewed.

Figure 3 presents stories ranked by their market shares and buck-
eted. We see that in the control group a few stories, in the 0:20 rank
bucket, make up around 10% of total impressions, which is more
than in the treatment. Next, in the buckets from 21:100 to 401:500
stories form treatment make a larger market share, with the bucket
21:100 ranks having the biggest difference. Stories with rank less
than 500 by market share, make up a higher market share in control.

Utilization of popular and niche stories. Whether a user is shown
a popular or a niche story might depend on the type of user - heavy
users are more likely to see unpopular stories, because they already
consumed the popular ones and both algorithms do not show stories
that were watched in the past. Heavy users might be also more
likely to complete the story. Furthermore, popular stories might be
shown typically at the top of the list and if users complete them and

Fig. 3. Red control, blue treatment. X-axis - stories ranked by market share
grouped into buckets. Market share (Y-axis) - sum of impressions, in a group,
of stories in a bucket divided by the total number of impression in the group.

Popularity measure ATE Std. error % of baseline

Top 1 percentile mkt share -0.011 0.006 -62.9
Top 5 percentile mkt share 0.004 0.007 12.7
Top 10 percentile mkt share 0.008 0.006 27

Bottom 99 percentile mkt share 0.025 0.007 39.7
Bottom 95 percentile mkt share 0.027 0.009 40.6
Bottom 90 percentile mkt share 0.028 0.011 34.9
Table 2. Average treatment effect top ranked story on the first session during
the experiment.

like them, they might be inclined to read another less popular story
down the line.

Such dependencies make it harder to compare utilities from pop-
ular and niche stories. We address them by considering only stories
that were shown during the first session of a user during the exper-
iment and that were shown at the top of the list; thus the decision
whether to read such story should not depend on other stories. There
are 3895 such observations. Table 2 presents the results of this anal-
ysis. We find that the utility is higher in treatment for all but the
highest percentile of stories.

It appears that editors in the baseline version are able to pick a few
high quality stories and show them to many users. Our algorithm,
on the other hand, outperforms the editors for less common stories.
When a less popular story is shown, our algorithm tailors that rec-
ommendation to the specific user, while in the baseline version the
editor would present niche stories somewhat at random.
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